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Fully updated with the latest developments in herbal science, this practical and useful guide
offers comprehensive descriptions of herbal treatments for cancer, arthritis, colds, and influenza.
It shows how to gain and maintain health through a holistic approach, with information on simple
herb remedies, and descriptions of more than 140 Western herbs and 31 Chinese herbs.The
Way of Herbs is an essential manual for gaining and maintaining good health through a holistic
approach, a natural path to well-being and is “the one book that should be in everyone’s
library” (William McGarey, MD).Discover:*The three functions of herbs*Eight traditional methods
of herbal therapy*The benefits of a balanced diet*Herbal treatments for cancer, herpes, acne,
arthritis, back pain, weight problems, colds, and flu*Detailed descriptions, use, and dosage for
more than 140 Western herbs and 31 important Chinese herbs*How to purchase, grow, and
store herbs*A new, extensive directory of herbal health-care stores“The first herb book that
effectively blends Eastern, European, and American Indian healing traditions” (Steven Foster,
director of the American Center for Herb Study).

About the AuthorMichael Tierra is a pioneer in the study of traditional Chinese and Ayurvedic
medicine in the West. He is one of the forerunners of the North American Natural Health
movement. His expertise comes from other thirty years of practice and study in North America,
China, and India. He lives in Northern California.
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G. Boller, “This is THE herb book!. This book is absolutely IT. This is the book I reach for when I
want to know anything about an herb. It isn't a pretty book, isn't illustrated -- instead it's filled
with information. I've had it for about 8 years and have consulted it countless times. If you are
interested in herbology at all, this is the master book that you must have.  Strongly recommend!”

Niya, “Great book. Great book for my herbal studies”

Denise M., “Great Service. Book came just as advertised, in excellent condition. I received the
book wrapped in a paper wrapper showing care that the book was protected and unwrapping
was a special event.This book is an upgrade from the 1st edition and is so welcome. thanks.”

KJJ, “Daughter in law enjoys. Daughter in law enjoys”

PAB658, “Significant content. Very comprehensive,  a bit advanced imo. Overall very helpful.”

Liam Elijah, “Most Thorough Herbal. As a medicinal herbalist I find the most beneficial aspect of
this book to be the section on the herbs themselves as I have found it to be the most concise
and thorough out of all the books I use for my herbal studies and practice. I do have to mention
that the range of herbs he includes is extensive but not complete as for some I had to find other
sources. However, Tierra's herbal on western herbs is specific and includes relevant and
beneficial information as he lists each herb by it's most common name, scientific name, other
common names, plant family, parts of the herb used, the flavor and energy of the herb, body
systems and organs the herb affects, the biochemical constituents in the herb, the herbal
actions and properties of the herb, the standardization and dose of the herb in it different
methods of application, the specific conditions the herb is used to treat and its other uses, and
furthermore some history and background data on the herb as well as its safety,
contraindications, and adverse effects.In addition to my primary reason for reading and using
this book, I like the included section Theory of Using herbs, which is although quite concise, very
useful even as a general reminder about the simplistic but effective nature that herbs and plants
have and that we can so easily utilize and attain potent earth medicine that is just as reliable as
technological medicine but much more economically and environmentally sound. In conclusion
The Way of Herbs is a must read and reference book to own for anyone be them a dedicated
naturopathic practitioner of herbal medicine or someone just interested in a specific alternative
or remedy”

lez, “Its like a herbal dictionary with alot of additional interesting aspects .... I received the book
promptly. Even though I have not had the time to delve into the book properly, the parts I have
looked at are detailed without over detailing, structure clearly and categorically. Its like a herbal



dictionary with alot of additional interesting aspects as well. However there are no pictures to
help recognise some of the herbs if you want that you would have to get another book to utilise
in conjunction with this.”

TG, “Five Stars. I very in depth discussion about herbs and how to use them. I return to this
often.”

Lily, “Five Stars. Excellent, thorough and this newer edition with more herbs & remedies is very
good.”

kbmc-2008, “Great book to have in One's Self Healing Journey. To be honest I have not gone
through the book thoroughly but from glancing through it it seems to have a ton of very useful
information that could certainly help out a lot in an emergency situation when a doctor is not
readily available, or if one prefers to help oneself as opposed to having to depend on chemical
pharmaceutical dangerous medications.”

Bree56, “Thumbs up. The book is great and a much needed reference/guide. I much enjoy the
true holistic approach and the connection to nature and the Spirit.Unfortunately the binding of
the book is poorly done and it is coming apart.”

The book by BJ Richards has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 560 people have provided feedback.
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